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1. Introduction and General Theoretical Background
The basic leptonic electro-weak interaction, which is now known to arise from the

exchange uf a W1 or Z" boson, can be characterized by a current which is V - A in
nature. However, in the case t>f a scmi-leplonic weak interaction between a leptun and a
hadrun. the current is considerably more complicated due to the presence of the strongly
interacting particles. Assuming Lorentz invariance il is possible t» describe the semi-
leptonic weak interactions with four additional couplings-weak magnetism(M). scalar(S).
tcnsor(T). and pseudosealar(P) as given1 below:

V,, = , 9s
+ —

+ i^j ff^is + ^ 9/.7S-

(1)

(2)

In general the g, are complex coupling constants (related to the complex form factors.
F, = g, for i = V. A. Fi = g,/2M for i = M. T and Fj = g,fm for i = P. S) which are
functions of the transferred momentum, q2, M is the nucléon mass and m is the lepton
mass.1 These induced terms are all proportional to the momentum transfer. Consequently
they contribute only negligibly to /J-decay but they can become quite important fur
muon capture processes. Standard theoretical constraints on these coupling constants
are well known.2-3 Time reversal invariance requires that all g, arc real numbers. The
SU(2) structure of the weak and electromagnetic currents along with the hypothesis of
Conservation of the Vector Current (CVC) allows Ihc induced weak magnetism term, gM,
to be related to Ihe electromagnetic form factors of the proton and neutron. The induced
scalar and tensor coupling constants, gs and gr. are expected to be zero because of G-
Parity invariance. Using Ihe hypothesis of the Partial Conservation of the Axial Current
(PCAC). it is possible to relate gA to the pion decay constant, fT, and the pion-nucleon
coupling constant. girNN a ' M2 = 0. If one further assumes the dominance of the pion
pole, the pseudoscalar coupling constant, gp. can then be related4-5 to gA as follows:
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Radiative Muon Capture (RMC), pT'Z — t'»{Z - l)>, is a weak semi-lcplonic
process wliich is particularly sensitive to the induced pseudoscalar coupling
constant, gp. of Ihc weak hadronic currenl. After a brief introduction and review
of the general theoretical background relevant to RMC, the most recent data
Iroin TRIUMF and PSI arc presented and compared to Ilie laiesl theoretical
calculations. The extracted gp values are compared to the PCAC prediction
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Joint Institute fur Nuclear Research in Dubna, who was a leading figure in the
field of Radiative Muoo Capture.
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The world average of five different Ordinary Muon Capture (OMC) experiments on
hydrogen yields a value for gp/gA = 6.9 ± 1.5, in excellent agreement with the PCAC
prediction given above. However, it should be noted that the OMC rate is quite insensitive
to the exact value of gp since the best individual measurement, based on a 4% OMC rate
determination by the Saclay-Bologne-CERN collaboration6 gives a 42% uncertainty for
1 Thr use of coupliog ccerUDU rather ihu form factors U preferred, U this cue. iiace Ihc jnomf «luffl detvsdrtcc is small, e
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g|.. This expérimentât uncertainly fur gv is I» be cmnpared with a theoretical uncertainty
of < K% based on unknowns in the momentum dependence of gA and the accuracy of
the Goldberger-Treiinan prediction for gA<<>). It is also nearly two orders of magnitude
larger than the 0.3% error currently achieved7 in the value of gA/gv using the neutron
liletinic measurement. OMC measurements on nuclei are even less sensitive to gi-/gA-

Other observables can also be used to determine gi-/gA- However they are usually
only applicable to a few specific nuclei and they are also somewhat model dependent.
Measurements It-Sl of (he I2H recoil poluri/ulitm following mutin capture on I 2C give gf/gA
= 7.1 ± 2.7 '". 13.6 ± 2 . 1 " . 9.4 ± I.712 and 10.1 ± 2.411 , depending on the choice of
the nuclear response function. The recent review by Grenacs14 provides an excellent
description of the various experimental efforts on these recoil polarization experiments.
Hie ratio of the I6O muon capture rale and the I6N /j-decay rate can also be used to
determine gi-/gA o n i ; e 'he meson exchange effects have been properly included15. Here
the extracted g|./gA values. Ill ± 2.515. 12.5 ± 2 1 5 and 11.516 axe slightly larger than the
12C values and considerably above the PCAC prediction for hydrogen. However Haxton
and Johnson17 lind gi'/gA ~- 7-9 by lining the OMC capture rale with new wavefunclions
obtained in a full 1 hu> Hilbert .space as compared to the normal 2 h*i Hilbert space.
Finally forMSi there has been a measurement of gi>/gA using the •) —i'M angular correlation
technique. However, the experimental result111 is not sufficiently accurate to extract a
meaningful value for gi>. It also yields iwo very different values1"*-20 for gi>/gA. -1-9 ±
3.1 and Kl.S^'jij. depending on the calculation of the nuclear matrix element. There is
now renewed interest at bolh PSI and TR1UMF in using various OMC experiments to
determine gi> inside the nucleus.

Radiative Muon Capture (RMC) is basically an OMC process accompanied by a
bremsstrahlung photon. As a result, the momentum transfer is no longer tixed as it is
in the OMC case, but instead t/'juff = —'iiu^k + >n^ ranges from U(>MC ~ ll-Kt)riij| ut
k=U to — mjt at the high energy end of the photon spectrum. Consequently the relative
importance of the pseudoscalar amplitude, which is dominated by the one pion exchange
diagram having a propagator, (i/2 + tiij) , is increased by a factor of 3.5 over its value
in OMC. The Feynman diagrams contributing to RMC are shown in Fig. 1. Because of

Fig. 1 Ft y n man diagrams coalnhuuiiE to Uic

Radiative Muon Capture IRMC) process.

the operator <7P • a,, the capture rale for both OMC and RMC differ significantly21 for
the various atomic hyperline suites (singlet or triplet) in gaseous hydrogen and also tnr
the onho and para (pup) molecular stales which dominate in liquid hydrogen. Although
AsinFiri/A|II,,ici — -*" m e triplet rate is nearly I5x more sensitive to the exact value of £i>.
This fact, along with the propagator enhancement given above, is why RMC is so much
more sensitive than OMC to g|.. In liquid H2 ~ H0% of the capture takes place irom
the onho state (A,,,,!,,, ~ 3/4 Av + 1/4 Ai) which is predominantly A .̂ However after the
photon carries oil" I unit of angular momentum the subsequent muon capture reaction
then occurs from the triplet slate. On the other hand, in OMC the photon is absent and
the capture process occurs mainly from the singlet state. This .simple picture is borne
oui by the detailed numerical calculations by Beder and Fearing22 which indicate that an
X% measurement of the RMC rate can provide a 10% value for gi>/gA in contrast to the
case of OMC where a 4% rate measurement results in a A7% uncertainly in gi>/gA- The
contribution of the A-cxcitalions was also considered for the first time in this calculation;
a 7-S'^' enhancement in the RMC rale at the highest photon energies is predicted. This
increased sensitivity to gp is partly reduced by the much lower absolute rate for RMC
(typical RMC/OMC branching ratios are 10"4 - 10~5). However, until the hydrogen
experiment currently underway at TR1UMF (E452) is completed, the only RMC data
which are available are for nuclei with A > 12.

1.2 The Elementary RMC Amplitude

The calculation of the elementary RMC amplitude. /I~I» —» v^u-j is now well
understood although initially the three different approaches used were not in agreement.
In the penurbative or 'diagrammatic' technique23-2"1-25 a photon is attached either lu ihe
muon branch. Ihe hadronic branch, the vertex, or the exchange pion which accounts
for the pseudoscalar pan of the interaction. The difficulty here Ss to be certain that
the correct counier-tenns are included so as to preserve gauge invariance. A second
approach was thai followed by Adler & Dolhan2h and later by Christillin & Servadio27.
They applied the soft-photon theorem of Low2 8 to the weak axial vector current and
showed that the radiative amplitude could be expressed in terms of a non-radiative vector
amplitude (AOMC) and the divergence of the axial vector current. This calculation was
exact for orders k~' and k° so the amplitude could be determined up to terms linear in k
and q thus determining the leading order non-Bom terms. The third approach was that
of Hwang & Primakoff29 who attempted to reconstruct the basic RMC amplitude from
current conservation laws: conservation of the electromagnetic current, CVC and PCAC,
as well as gauge invariance along with 3 'linearity hypothesis' to constrain the functional
form of the weak radiative form factors. This last calculation predicted rates a factor
of two smaller than the previous two calculations for the same values of gi>. which was
surprising as the latter two calculations also obeyed the same current conservation laws.
However, the discrepancy is now understood in terms of the neglect of the q2 dependence
of gi> in the hadron-radiating diagram and the neglect of the term where the virtual pion
radiates the photon.25-10



1.3 NtH-lear RMC Calculations
In the nuclear RMC case. II~(Z, A) —» >•,,{'/. — \,A)~,. il should be quite straight-

forward to take the elementary amplitude and .sum incoherently over all the protons in
the nucleus thereby treating the interaction in Impulse Approximation (IA). However,
gauge invariance is not preserved unless the radiation from the oilier nucléons is also
considered. Moreover, il is possible that the nucleonic value for gr will be renormali/ed
by the effects of meson exchange corrections (MEC), nucléon polari/abiliiy, short range
nucleon-nucleon correlations, and the I'juli exclusion principle. Such a renormuli/ation
of gA and gi> was (irst discussed by Erieson,31-12-31-314 Rho,35-3* and Wilkinson17 long
before the EMC effect3* indicated a possible resizing of the nucléons inside the nucleus
as a result of chiral symmetry.3''

The one pion exchange term contributes significantly to the RMC reaction and hence
RMC is an excellent probe of the virtual pion field surrounding a bound nucléon in the
nucleus. In the model of Ericson ct al.M the effective irNN coupling inside the nucleus
is

ffnNN = (1 (5)

where the screening parameter { accounts for Pauli blocking and short-range nucleon-
nticleon correlations and <i is the nucléon pnlari/ability. The axial and pseudoscalar
coupling constants. gA and g\; then become

<JA =

ai- = <Mi

~ U.7!i

(n)

= o.->.r> m-

when the infinite nuclear matter values arc adopted for n x —0.75 and { = O.:t. Hence
(ill'lilA ) ~ "••'(.'//•/.'//I ) ' s predicted for heavy nuclei. It is possible that such a quenching
of gi> has already been observed4"-41-42 at least for nuclei with Z > 20.

However the extraction of gp from nuclear RMC measurements requires a correct
treatment of the nuclear response function. Normally it is the branching ratio, RMC/OMC
which is calculated and then compared to experiment since this reduces (bul does not
totally eliminate) the dependence on the details of the nuclear structure. Unfortunately
the different nuclear models outlined below do not all provide the same gp values when
compared to the available experimental data (see later sections).

(i) Elementary Panicle Model (EPM): In this model each of the final nuclear stales i.s
considered as an elementary particle with weak form factors which are determined
Irom other weak and electromagnetic reactions on the same nucleus (eg. OMC.
/i-decay, pion photoproduction). However, it is really only applicable to light
nuclei i^llr —» 12(7) and because of ihe uncertainty in the functional form of the
q2-dependcncc of these nuclear weak form factors, it is not considered to be that

useful r«>r RMC.

(ii) Closure Model: This was the first nuclear model attempted for RMC1 in which
all the transition strength is evaluated at a single excitation energy. E l v . which is
then treated as a free parameter (along with gp) when lilting the experimental data.
Such calculations typically overestimate the RMC/OMC branching, ratio by at least
a factor of 2, assuming the PCAC value is correct for gp. A more phcnomenological
approach championed by Fearing41 utilî/cd the measured pholoabsorplion strength
functions for the electric dipole matrix elements, while treating the other multipolcs
in the closure approximation. This reduced the predictions and gave better agreement
with experimental data.

(iii) 'Semi-phenomenological' model with 'realistic' nuclear excitation spectra: For 40Ca
both GDR and GQR Lorent/.ian resonances were adopted and the closure approxi-
mation was totally eliminated.44 The widths and relative strengths of the dipole and
quudrupole terms were adjusted empirically to fit the observed photoabsorption and
OMC rates for '"'Ca. Reductions «f si 30% compared to the closure calculations
were obtained bringing the results into closer agreement with the data. A similar
approach was adopted by Christillin and Gmitro45 for le>0. There, the individual
low-lying states in lflN were treated as shell model stales while the GDR and GQR
were treated empirically.

(iv) Fermi gas model: This was first used by Christillin. Rosa-Clot and Servadio46 for
nuclei with 7. > 42. The Fermi momentum for both neutrons and protons was
taken to be 1.36 fm"'. An effective nucléon mass. M*. which accounts for nucléon-
nucléon correlations, was treated as a free parameter and fitted to the OMC data
(M* = 0.5M). This model reproduced the OMC rates to belter than 10% for most
nuclei wiih Z > -12. It was one of the first models to consider RMC systcmatics for
several nuclei of widely differing Z.

(v) Microscopic mixJels: The best shell model wave-functions were utilized by Gmitro
and Ovchinnikova1" in a somewhat limited model space for the low-lying states (()"
-• 3". 1* -» 3*) of I6N and 12B. For I6O significant 2p-2h wavefunctions were used
for the initial state. 40Ca was also computed in this microscopic model but only Ip-
lh wavefunctions were used because of computational difficulties. In all cases the
predicted RMC/OMC rates are about a factor of 2 larger than the phenomenological
calculations. This is especially disturbing for I6O and 12C where the shell model
calculations appear lo be quile complete.

(vi) Modified Impulse Approximation (M.I.A.): This model actually includes meson
exchange effects at the electromagnetic vertex through constraints imposed by the
continuity equation for the electromagnetic current. Using similar shell model wave-
functions to the earlier impulse approximation calculation. Gmitro, Ovchinnikova
and Tetereva47 obtained much more reasonable values. For 4UCa the M.I.A. cal-



dilation agreed with Ilie earlier phenomenological predictions. For '6O and I JC
however, the M.I.A. model indicates a large upward enhancement lor gi>. A more
.systematic attempt to incorporate MliC can be found in the work of Aklunedov,
Tctercva and Etainilxyan411. The inclusion of MEC at the weak interaction vertex
and in the pion propagator led to a l()-12'/f> reduction of the RMC branching ratio
for '"'Ca but the shell model space they considered was extremely limited so their
result might not be correct.

(vii) Sum rule techniques: Recently Roig and Navarro"19 have applied SU(4) symmetry
to calculate RMC on ilC, I 6O and ""'Ca. The calculation was done in the impulse
approximation using a Hartree-Ftich scheme for the target ground state. For l bO and
4"Ca the predicted branching ratios axe substantially lower than the values predicted
by both the phenomenological and the microscopic model and a somewhat smaller
enhancement for gp in I 2C and I6O is obtained.

(viii) Relativistic mean field model: Fearing and Walker™ have used a fully relalivislic
Schrodinger équation to calculate RMC in an infinite nuclear medium. The
transition to a realistic nuclear density is then accomplished using the local density
approximation.

All of these models, and also a new OMC model by Oset and collaborators,51 which
incorporates a substantial renormaii/ation due to the polarization of the nuclear medium
in the spin-isospin channel, will be compared to the experimental data in the next sections.

2. Experimental Details

Since RMC is a rare process involving the detection of a neutral particle considerable
care must be taken to avoid counting neutrons as gamma-rays. This was a severe problem
for all the early RMC experiments52'53 but once photon conveners were adopted, the
experimental results became much more reliable. Since the pioneering ""'Ca work of Hart
el al.""4 at SREL, all tJie new results have been obtained at PSI7SIN or TRIUMF using
either Nal detectors with active Nal or inactive Pb conveners, or momentum analysis of
the convened photons in a pair spectrometer. At TRIUMF our most precise results have
been obtained using large solid angle, medium resolution, cylindrical pair spectrometers.
The earlier data on ) 2 C, I6O and ^'Ca were obtained in a hexagonal TPC tracking"-'6

detector (V = 1.15 m 3 , n = 2ir) which had an electric Held of (E = 256 V/cm) parallel
to a magnetic tield (B = O.25T). to drift the ionization electrons along the electric field
lines with minimum diffusion. Photons were converted in a ihin (0.6 or 1.0 mm) Pb sheet
sandwiched between two thin cylindrical scintillator rings which were placed inside the
inner radius of the TPC. The e* tracks, which originated in the Pb convener, were
momentum analyzed in the TPC which had 12 anode wires and 720 cathode pads in each
of twelve sectors, as shown in Fig. 2. Photons were distinguished from the very copious
number of decay electrons, especially in the 12C experiment by two veto scintillators
situated inside the Pb and by a two track vertex cut at the radius of the convener. The
longitudinal momentum was determined by the drift time of the iunizatiun e" in the

TPC gas (K<)% Ar. 20% Cll4) to the end caps «if the detector. The xy momentum was
determined from a lit to the centroid of the cathode pad charge distributions along*each
of the anode wires. Cosmic-rays were rejected by tracks in the upper .sectors of the TPC
and by scinlillalors placed above the chamber and also above the magnet yoke.

Such an imaging -> detector is totally insensitive to neutrons. Hence this type nf
e*e" spectrometer is ideal for measurement of a rare process such as RMC on light
nuclei. The main problem with the 1PC was that it was designed for the rare muon
conversion experiment. ji~~ Z —• c~ Z which was a single-track experiment. Hence the
pad electronics were multiplexed 12-fold in order to s"avc money on cathode ADC's.
True spatial information was only available from the hexagonal scintillator ring placed
inside and outside the TPC and from the anode wire TDC's. Therefore, the multiplexed
pad hits had to be allocated to any sector which had scintillator hits. This was not realty

(a)

V

Fig. 2 (a) A gaimiu event observed in the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) detector, (b) A gamma event

observed IU die drill chamber detector. The hit scinullalurs aie shown as sulid lines in each picture.

a problem even for RMC on l 2 C but the branching ratio for hydrogen is 3 orders of
magnitude smaller and the confusion from extra tracks in the chamber was expected to
be considerable. A further disadvantage of the TPC was that it had large gaps in the
wire/pad plane at the endcap which were necessary for mechanical support. This meant
that fewer than 8 of 12 possible points were usually obtained for highly curved tracks in
the photon case. Therefore the TPC was replaced in 198'J with a 4 layer drift chamber
which is shown in Fig. 3. The LH2 target is surrounded by 5 cylindrical assemblies
of concentric segmented scinlillators (A.A'.B.C.D) which are used to form the fast first
level trigger and also to reject the single charged tracks from ordinary muon decay. A
thin (1.08 mm) Pb converter is placed between the 12-fold segmented B/C scintillators.
A proportional wire chamber (IWC) is inserted just inside the inner wall of tile main
drift chamber which has 4 superlayers (3 axial and I stereo). The stereo layer effectively
provides one z point per track, while the second z point is provided by the IWC which



has 2 layers nf spiral cathnilcs. Each of the 6 sense wires in each of the 272 drift cells
is equipped with a multi-hit LeCruy IXV) FastbusTDC to measure the drill times in 2
nsec buckets. A C-D trigger pattern check is made for Ihe prvper curvature iij' holh «•*
tracks anil then an adequate number of active drift cells in each of the independent layers
of the drift chamber is required in the 2nd level trigger within I /is. This second level
hardware trigger reduces the trigger rate from I5(K) Hi down to about 3IH) H/. A third
trigger decision using software outs in the Fastbus («processor reduces the taping rate to
less than Hill 11/ with a typical event sire of 2Kbytes. More details on the facility have
been presented elsewhere.57-18 Fig. 2b shows a gamma pair event reconstructed in the
new THIUMF RMC spectrometer.

IWC
Drift chamber
0 scinls.

Fig. 3 Schemalic view of ihe TRIUMF RMC spectrometer facility (sec text for delails).

The acceptance and energy resolution of the pair spectrometer can be obtained by tun-
ing the channel to TT~ and using the reactions T~;» - • -,n (/;, = 129 McV, li.R. = 0.1(1)
and j r > — jr% — 7 7 n ( £ , = 55 - 83 MeV, U.K. - O.(ill). The reaction nC (JTVTJX
was also used to determine the acceptance. The energy resolution (with a 1.08 mm Pb
converter) is about I()'7P (FWIIM) between 50 and 130 MeV.

Tlie pions in the beam also constitute a potentially serious background to the RMC
process being .studied because of the huge (lO^-H)") difference in the radiative branching
ratios for IT'S and fi's. This * background was rejected by utilizing an RF separator in
the beamline, by a prompt cut on the energy and lime in the beam scintillators. and by
ranging out the IT'S in the beam counters. In this way, a total rr rejection factor of ~
!()'•' was obtained.

3. RMC on Nuclei
3.1 Situation @ WEIN-89

In their review article. Gmitro & Trucil40 examined the available RMC data (<
1986) and concluded that die evidence pointed towards a renormaliiation of g(. inside

the nucleus. The apparent effect was strongly dependent on the nuclear charge. Z. with
gp larger than die I'CAC prediction for t 2 C and l h O. and reduced to near zero for heavy
nuclei ('/ > Hi). This conclusion was based on a comparison of the branching ratio data
(for /•'-, > .ri7 A M ' ) to the Fermi-gas model of Christillin. Rosa-Clot and Servadio/"1

Fig. 4 shows" the branching ratio dala as a function of Z. The solid lines arc drawn
ihrnugh the predicted branching ratios for the 3 different values for giVgA = 0, 7. 14. The
l hO value is a preliminary analysis by Frischkneeht et al.59 from an experiment using
a high resolution pair spectrometer at S.l.N. Their final published result"' (based on the
same data) is given in Table I as (3.8 ± 0.4) x N)~\ The results of Dobeli el a].4 1 were
obtained with a f>4 clement Nal detector with 4mm Pb converter and also with a single
large Nal detector (with active Nal converter). The results of Armstrong et al.61-62 were
obtained with the TRIUMF TPC detector. It is clear that the agreement on the values (if
the branching ratios is now satisfactory except perhaps for 1(lO. However the extraction of
g|./gA is strongly model dependent. The I 6O and 12C values of DObcIi el al. arc the final
published results which are significantly smaller than the values initially reported.""163
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For I 6O the measured branching ratio yields a value for gp/gA in agreement with the
PCAC if we adopt the phenomenological mode! of Chrisiillin & Gmitro.45 However the
higher value, lU.GlJJ. obtained using the modified impulse approximation by Gmitro,
Ovchinnikova and Tctereva47 implies a very substantial enhancement of gp, in reasonable
agreement with the value gp ~ 12 gA determined from /J capture and 0-deeay rates.w For
I 3 C the data from Armstrong cl al. provides the first accurate measurement of RMC on
such a light nucleus. The M.I.A. calculation also yields a very large enhancement for gp
in this case. However, in this case the other determinations of gp from recoil polarization
measurements seem to favour a somewhat smaller enhancement for gp, i.e. ( = 9-10) gA.

10



For*'Ca ihe partial radiative capture branching ratio, H-,. lor /:.'-, > 57 MeV is now
known to 5%. The extracted gi-/gA value obtained using Chrislillin's phenomenological
approach agrees better with Gmitro's M.I.A. calculations than was the case for ""() lull
both models disagree with Ihe g|./gA result obtained by KtKid. Yano & YainitlS using the
closure model and the value of S.I + (1.3 obtained by Koig & Navarro4'' using sum rule
methods. For completeness we also list the value obtained by Man et al.54 at SK1IL using
a Nal detector and Pb converter, and also the TRIUMF Nal result obtained by Virtue et
a l ()6.o7_ U!sing a n a c t i v e Na[ converter technique similar to Dobeli et al.41

Table 1 Summary of nuclear RMC measurements.
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6.5 ± 1.6

3.5 ± 1.3

4M i 0.9

6.5 ± 1.5

6.0 ± 2.9
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4.d ± I.K

K.I ± 0.3

13.5 i 1.5

H.4 t 1.9

7.3 ± O.y
13.6 i 1.9

y.o ± OK

-

16.2 ± 1.0

S> 9.5

The sum rule calculations of Roig & Navarro49 imply a much smaller value for gp/gA

in "'0 and I2C than the M.i.A. calculation of Gmitni et al.47 However, for4"Ca it also
yields an enhancement for gi> over the PCAC value in contrast lo the other models which
indicate a quenching of ~ 70-80%.
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GniiU.i, Ovchuiiiikuva and Tclcrcva41 fur various values of gi>/gA. (b) Same data complied lo (lie model

ol Clmsiillin and Gimuo."

Fig. 5a shows Ihe latest " 0 data of Armstrong ct al.61 compared to the phenomeno-
logical model of Christillin and Gmitro45 fur several values of gi-/gA- The same data is
compared to the predictions of the M.I.A. model of Gmilro et al.47 in Fig. 5b. Both
models lit the data equally well, albeit with quile different values of gi>/gA.

3.2 New Experimental Results

The TR1UMF RMC collaboration has obtained new results for 27AI, 2*Si, 4"Ca.
" M u , "J'Sn and "'"I'b using a new drift chamber facility.68 Table 2 gives the partial

| j | ) lr 2 Partial branching ratios (R7) and spccimm endpoiots (k m u ) in MeV
ohuuiiL-d UMiig liis to Uic L'lubuic-modcl spectral shape.4* The neutron excess

<> = (N-2)/A. and Itie \ 2 per degree of frecdnnt of Ihe lit are also listed.

Target

"Al

"Si
4uCa

"Mo

"Sn

" P h

( i

0.037

0

0

0.124

0.157

0.20K

10* x R-,

1.43 ±0.13

1.93±O.IK

2.09 ±0.19

1.11 ±0.11

0.9K ± 0.09

0.60 ± 0.07

k ^

90 ±2

92 ±2

93 ±2

90±2

H7±2

K4± 3

1.12

1.73

1.56

0.82

1.14

O.K5

branching ratios, for £ \ > 57 MeV, and spectral endpoints obtained using the closure-
model spectral shape. Good (its are obtained in all cases, but no reliable gt> values can
be extracted. Fig. 6 shows Ihe fits lo the 27AI and 28Si data for various values of kŒa».
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FiR. 6 Photon energy spectrum from RMC on a) 2ÎAI anJ h) "Si. along with the closure model spectral

shapes, convoluted with the detector response funcuun. The solid line (ii) gives tlic best lit in each ca.se.

The significantly lower value fur H-, in the case of 27AI (compared to 2RSi) might be
related to the ntm-/ero value of the neutron excess, n = (/V — Z)/A or to some details of
the nuclear structure. However, even when plotted against ( l -o) the Al-Si pair are still
in disagreement. Similar variaiiuns of the OMC rate have been observed in neighbouring
nuclei."9

Tahl» J Partial branching ratios for E-, > 57 McV, R-,, and values of gp/R» extracted from the

latest TRIUMF drill chamber data using various theoretical calculations.

Target

'"Ca

" M o

" S u

" P h

Theory

ChriMilliiï"
Giniuu. Ovchinnikova. & Tetereva"
Roig and Navarro*''

Chiistillio, Rosa-Clot, and Servadio46

Chriitillin. Rosa-Clot, and Servadio46

Christillin. Rosa-Clot, and Servadio'16

10* x R.,

2.21 ±0.15
2.07 10.14
2.U9 1 0.19

1.26 ±0.11)

1.0.1 ±0.1 IK

0.60 ± 0.05

EC'KA

5.9 ± ON
5.0 ± 1.7
7.8 ± 0.9

oo!Jî

< o -j

The partial branching ratios, Wv and the values of gp/gx extracted from the heavier
nuclear targets are given in Table 3. The theoreticaJ (Fermi-gas) model used for Z
> 40 implies a large downward renormalization for gp. Thus it would seem that the
decrease of the partial branching ratio with increasing Z. as reported first by Dobeli et
al.hl-4U is substantiated by the TRIUMF drift chamber data. However, whether or not
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this really conslilutes evidence for a dramatic renomiali/atton of gi>/gA in heavy nuclei
is still somewhat questionable (see below).

3.3 New Theoretical Calculations
A very recent fully relativistic Fermi-gas RMC calculation by Fearing and Welsh7"

dues not agree with the earlier Fermi-gas calculation (CRS model) of Christillin et al.46

The OMC and RMC rales were first calculated in infinite nuclear matter and the transition
to real nuclei was done using the local density approximation and integrating over realistic
nuclear density distribution. The nucléon effective mass. M*. was taken directly from
relativistic mean field theory rather than being treated as a free parameter as was the case
in Christillin's earlier work.. Other improvements in the calculation were the inclusion
of the Coulomb energy difference and other isospin-dependcnl energy shifts between the
initial and final nuclear states and the variation of M* wiih the nuclear density. The
energy différences were found to be very important since the RMC rate depends on the
6th power nf the photon energy. Fig. 7 shows the sensitivity of the model to the various
dillerem components in the calculation of the partial branching ratio, H1, for^'Ca. "2Sn
and 2""l'b. Although the Coulomb energy nearly compensates the effect of i t ' , , , , , , ,
in '"'Ça, they find a change in W-, of nearly a factor of three by the inclusion of these
two elfccls for Pb.

(1)

(?)

(3)

l«)
(5)
(6)
(7)

(8)

Cl

m=n

m * -

k , -

J

280 UcV

0 57 m
2J3. I, =
0

- 0

••.(0

<">,<•))

6
-0.

5-

269 UtV 4 "

J-

7-

1-

0 •
c

« »
1 M1 < .v

< I »
V 1 •

•V •

s^
So1"

r *

pb™*

7 8 9 W

Fig. 7 Sensitivity of the lelativislic Fermi-gas model calculation of Fearing and Welsh IO the various
dillercm components in the calculation of the partial branching ralio R-j for *°Ca. n l S n and w l P b . The
cllcct ol each particular component (io addition to all the previous components) can be seen in calculation
(i). Calculation (9) includes ill the various effects and is their Imal prediction.

Using the PCAC value for gp. Fearing and Welsh obtain OMC rales about 2x larger
than the experimental data. For RMC the disagreement is between 2 and 5 so that
their predictions for R1 are typically a factor of 2 larger than the experimental results.
However, their model, like the CRS model46, is able to predict the relative slope of Ry

versus Z over a very large range as shown in Fig. 8. The extra factor of 1/2 needed to
bring their predicted H1 values into agreement with the experimental data might possibly
be an indication of a «normalization of gp in nuclei with Z > 2(J. Combining this
empirical factor of 1/2 with another factor of 1/2 from the use of M* ~ 0.5M in the
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Goldberger-Treiman I'CAC prediction would lead to jjy» — 0-2-r> '.It' — '••' tf.i
is slightly larger than found when comparing the dala to the CRS model. However,
given the .sensitivity uf the Fearing and Welsh model lo the various ingrédients in the
calculation, it is not clear that j};. can be reliably extracted from the data at present.

0.5-

0.0

o
O DakeU

I .

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 60 90 100
Z

Fig. K Theoretical predictions'" fur RT (solid circles suitably nuriii.ili/oil

by 1/2) a* a function of Z compared lo all trie available experimental data.

Another fully relatives tic Fermi-gav calculation of OMC in nuclei has also been
performed recently by Chiang, O.sct and Femdndeide C(kdoba.si In addition to adopting
separate neutron and proton Fenni momenta, as was also done for the KMC calculations
described above, this calculation included the panicle-hole contributions to the muon
self-energy and also the polarization of the axial charge in the spin-isospin channel in
the nuclear medium. These effects were found to reduce the OMC capture rates by
nearly a factor of 2 in medium and heavy nuclei leading to excellent agreement with the
experimental data for A > 1 (J over a very large range of OMC rates. Fig. l> shows their
results compared to the OMC data. One shortcoming of their calculation, however, is
(he neglect uf the Coulomb and isospin dependent mass differences for the initial and
linal nuclear states both of which were found to be significant for OMC and RMC in
heavy nuclei.71

3.4 i Asymmetry in KMC on 40Ca

A new measurement of I he photon asymmetry, ay, with respect to the muon spin
direction has also been published by Virtue cl al.67 This RMC observable is also
reasonably sensitive to gp and rather in.sensilive to the specific details of the nuclear
model. In fact, until the recent M.I.A. calculation by Gmitro el al.72 all the predictions
for (»-,(k) were almost identical. The earliest measurement was that reported by DiLella
et a l . 7 \ c»7 < -0.X2 ±0.48 after correction for the considerable neutron background also
registered by their Nal detector. Both the PSI*3 and TRJUMF74 groups have presented
preliminary a-j results in conference proceedings.
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The newer data were all obtained in Nal detectors using 7 converters to eliminate
neutron background. The TR1UMF data were taken using the muon spin rotation (/iSK)
technique with a ft slop rale of ~ 25()K/s and a magnetic field of 0.04 T. The PSI data
were obtained using a suoboscopic technique with a B field matched to the period of
the cyclotron in order to utilize a much higher muon stopping rate. Unfortunately this
also produced a higher background in their final asymmetry spectrum since the ,y2 per
degree of freedom was 5.2. Hence the error on their result given in Table 4 has been
increased by y/x* over that presented earlier. For the improved TR1UMF experiment75-74

a total of 55(10 'clean' photons (iv\ > 57 MeV) were observed after a 10% background
subtraction. Fig- 10 shows ihe observed time spectrum of the 'clean* RMC photons after
removal of the /i~ decay in 40Ca. A good fit to the observed asymmetry over 3 muon
lifetimes (5 periods) is evident.

Fig. 11 shows a comparison of the asymmetry results, with the theoretical predictions
for various values of gv. Using just the most recent TRIUMF result,74-75 a , = I.00±0.23
results in an upper limit for gp < 13 using the M.I.A. model or gp < 8.5 using the earlier
phenomenological or I.A. models. The world average asymmetry, Q 7 = 1.00 ± 0.17
provides slightly smaller limits in each case (7.0, 10.5). Clearly such 7 asymmetry
measurements require much belter statistics (while retaining similarly small backgrounds)
before they can set a useful limit on gp inside Ihe nucleus. It would also be nice to
understand the difference between the M.I.A. and the earlier predictions for ay.
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4. RMC on Hydrogen
The problems of the nuclear response function are totally eliminated in the study of

the basic RMC process, ;I~;I —» uuny, in hydrogen. In this case it is the dominance
of the pion pole in the RMC pseudoscalar amplitude and PCAC itself which can he
tested by experiment rallier than the rcnurmuli/ation of gp as a result of MEC. The
experimental problems, however, arc formidable. The partial RMC branching ratio (for
I-'-, > .ri7 AlcV) is only l.fi x 10~* and the bremsstrahlung from Radiative Muon Decay
or from Michel e~ is nearly 5 orders of magnitude larger. Consequently the apparatus
requires good energy resolution and an accurate knowledge of the high energy tail of the
response function in order lo guarantee thai the RMC signal region is not contaminated
by even a few events from the bremsstrahlung region. The extremely low branching
ralio also requires an extremely high purity level in the hydrogen liquid itself; otherwise
the /i~ will be stolen from the proton before capture can take place. Impurity levels of
< H)~v for all elemenLs other than hydrogen are necessary since the capture probability
increases as Z*^ while the branching ratio. R-j, remains constant wilh increasing Z. Such
purity is achieved by passing the hydrogen gas through a palladium filter each time it is
transferred into the target vessel. The use of normal hydrogen, which contains 100-140
ppm deuterium would result in an RMC signal from fT 3He which was I Ox larger than
the hydrogen signal. Thus special hydrogen gas (< 2.0 ppm deuterium) was produced
by electrolysing deuterium-depleted water.

figs. I2a,b show the preliminary results obtained after 37 days of actual running time.
The bremsstrahlung 7's below 53 MeV and the prolific 7r"p capture gammas at 129 MeV
and 55-83 MeV dominate the spectrum before application of software cuts to remove
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the prompt events. After application of all cuis the it induced gammas arc completely
removed and the few events remaining in the spectrum above 1(10 MeV are consistent
wilh the background measurements taken when the cyclotron is operating and delivering
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Fig. 12 (a) RMC energy spectrum for hydmgcn before application of any software cuts, (b) Same
spcctnim alter application of cuts to remove all prompt »" events. The insert shows the hiph energy
ie(;i(in {K-, > 58 MeV) where the 11"p — &„„-, signal can be cleanly extracted fiom the brcmssuahluni;
and radiative muon decay gammas (£", < 53 MeV).

beam t«» the nearby channels. The insert in Fig. 12b shows the region above 58 MeV
where we can extract the RMC signal cleanly from the bremsstrahlung and Radiative
Mimn Decay gammas. This spectrum contains 240 events with E-, > 58 MeV and 228
events in the RMC region (5K-J00 MeV). After subtraction of the various backgrounds:
co.Miiic rays (9%) target wall stops (5%), high energy ta.il of the bremsstrahlung gammas
O'7r), 'lie RMC events (2%), we obtain about 200 events with an overall statistical «wr
of ~ 9%. The extraction of gp/g* from the measured RMC spectrum requires a careful
determination of all the systematic emirs and verification of the Monte Carlo simulation.
The detailed analysis of the preliminary data should be finished by the end of the year.
The experiment is expected to continue until mid-'93, when about 400 events in total
should have been collected. The combined systematic errors are expected to be ~ 8%.
leading to a 10% value for gp.

5. Summary and Outlook

The hydrogen experiment should be able to provide a value for gp with < 10%
uncertainty. This will serve as a benchmark for comparisons with <jp in nuclei. The
current situation in ihe nuclear case is nol quite as promising. There is good agreement
of the experimental RMC results (except perhaps for 16O). The decrease of R-j with
increasing Z is well established and must be predicted by any valid model of the nuclear
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response. The inclusion of meson exchange corrections in the theoretical models is
essential since the time-like regain of ifie uxiul-vcclur currenl is very important in RMC.
Tlie KMC data for A > 50 seem tu imply a large downward renonuali/aiion of j)i>
based on Fermi-gas mode] calculations but there are several objections to some of \\\e
input assumptions in both calculations. A final .statement on the rcnunnali/aliun of i)p
in nuclei mu.st await improved nuclear calculations perhaps merging the strong nuclear
renormaJization used in the OMC calculation by Chiang et al.75 into the RMC calculation
of Fearing & Welsh.70 Finally, additional experimental data on 3He or 14N would also
be welcome. In both cases it is possible that transitions to discrete linal slates could be
separated so that the nuclear model uncertainties could be reduced.
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